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Accuracy of apparent diffusion coefficient in
differentiation of glioblastoma from metastasis
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Abstract
Background: Brain metastasis and glioblastoma multiforme are two of the most common malignant brain neoplasms.

There are many difficulties in distinguishing these diseases from each other.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to determine whether the mean apparent diffusion coefficient and absolute

standard deviation derived from apparent diffusion coefficient measurements can be used to differentiate glioblastoma

multiforme from brain metastasis based on cellularity levels.

Material and methods: Magnetic resonance images of 34 patients with histologically verified brain tumors were evaluated

retrospectively. Apparent diffusion coefficient and standard deviation values were measured in the enhancing tumor,

peritumoral region, and contralateral healthy white matter. Then, to determine whether there was a statistical difference

between brain metastasis and glioblastoma multiforme, we analyzed different variables between the two groups.

Results: Neither mean apparent diffusion coefficient values and ratios nor standard deviation values and ratios were

significantly different between glioblastoma multiforme and brain metastasis. Receiver operating characteristic curve

analysis of the logistic model with backward stepwise feature selection yielded an area under the curve of 0.77, a specificity

of 84%, a sensitivity of 67%, a positive predictive value of 83.33%, and a negative predictive value of 78.26% for distinguish-

ing between glioblastoma multiforme and brain metastasis. The absolute standard deviation and standard deviation ratios

were significantly higher in the peritumoral edema compared to the tumor region in each case.

Conclusion: Apparent diffusion coefficient values and ratios, as well as standard deviation values and ratios in peritumoral

edema, cannot be used to differentiate edema with infiltration of tumor cells from vasogenic edema. However, standard

deviation values could successfully characterize areas of peritumoral edema from the tumoral region in each case.
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Introduction

Brain metastasis (BM) and glioblastoma multiforme

(GBM) are two of the most commonly occurring cen-

tral nervous system (CNS) neoplasms. GBM, as a pri-

mary brain tumor, accounts for 48.3% of malignant

and 14.6% of all brain and CNS tumors. This tumor

has a dismal prognosis with a five-year survival rate of

6.8%.1 On the other hand, according to the most recent

study on data collected by the Surveillance,

Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) program,

BM is present in 2.0% of all cancer patients and

12.1% of patients with systemic metastatic disease at

the time of primary cancer diagnosis.2,3

On conventional T1 and T2 weighted magnetic res-

onance imaging (MRI), both GBM and BM usually

exhibit similar radiological appearances of a solitary,

strongly enhancing brain tumor surrounded by T2-

hyperintense edema, which leads to misdiagnosis in

more than 40% of cases.4 Nevertheless, due to

dissimilar treatment approaches, discrimination of
these tumors in the preoperative period is of great
importance. As a result, in most cases, a biopsy is per-
formed to confirm the exact histopathology of the
tumor.5–7

Although the anatomic MRI appearance of GBM
and BM is similar, the microstructure of tumor
capillaries and histopathology of peritumoral edema
is markedly different between these tumors. GBM
has a defective vessel formation that gives rise to ves-
sels with variable diameters and permeability,
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heterogeneous distribution, irregular basal lamina, and
various degrees of blood-brain barrier (BBB) disrup-
tion.8 The increase in capillary permeability and the
breakdown of the BBB results in the retention of
plasma fluid and protein in the extracellular space.
This leads to a peritumoral T2 signal abnormality in
MRI, which is termed as peritumoral edema.
Moreover, GBM tends to grow in an infiltrative
manner, typically invading the surrounding tissues
microscopically for several centimeters beyond the
area of the enhancing tumor. Therefore, peritumoral
edema is better referred to as infiltrative edema in
gliomas.

On the other hand, the capillaries in brain metasta-
ses resemble those from the site of the original systemic
cancer, thus have no similarity to the normal brain
capillaries and completely lack BBB components with
prominent capillary fenestration, which results in
greatly increased capillary permeability uniformly
throughout the tumor vasculature, causing vasogenic
edema. Metastatic tumors tend to grow in an expansile
manner and typically displace the surrounding brain
tissues rather than invading them. Therefore, the key
to making a distinction between these two tumors
appears to lie in detecting the differences within the
peritumoral area.7,9

In recent years, researchers have suggested innova-
tive ways for differentiating between brain tumors
using advanced MRI modalities such as diffusion
tensor imaging (DTI),10–12 diffusion weighted imaging
(DWI),4,6 perfusion weighted imaging (PWI),13–16

magnetic resonance spectroscopy,17 or a combination
of these methods.18–23 Use of these methods, by eval-
uating tissue microstructure and tumor dynamics, can
provide a more accurate evaluation of brain tumors.

This study focuses on DWI, a method that provides
images based on the molecular motion of water.
Within biological tissues, water movement is restricted
by interactions with tissue compartments, cell mem-
branes, and intracellular organelles. As a result, tissues
with low cellularity or tissues containing ruptured cell
membranes allow greater movement of water mole-
cules and vice versa. The extent of water diffusion
within biological tissues is measured with a parameter
known as the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC);
ADC values are determined by diffusion weighting of
the imaging sequence.24,25

BMs are known to be more cellular than gliomas
due to the existence of compact sheets of tumor cells
in their histological sections,26 which leads to the
hypothesis that ADC values derived from tumor
regions of metastases would be lower than those
of GBMs.

In GBM, peritumoral edema is filled with neoplastic
cell infiltration causing more restricted water diffusion
in comparison to the vasogenic edema of metastatic
tumors. Therefore, we hypothesized that ADC values
attributed to vasogenic edema of BMs would be higher
than those from infiltrative edema of GBMs.

Moreover, we hypothesized that, as tumor infiltra-
tion declines from tumor core toward outer margins
of peritumoral edema, there would be greater
heterogeneity among ADC values derived from peritu-
moral regions of GBMs in comparison to BMs.
Subsequently, the absolute standard deviation of
ADC values attributed to GBMs would be greater.

We also hypothesized that increased water content in
extracellular space in regions of T2 abnormality leads to
increased water diffusivity and higher ADC of peritu-
moral edema compared to the tumor region, which can
ultimately help precise delineation of tumor borders.

The purpose of this study is to examine the ADC
values and their absolute standard deviations for both
BM and GBM cases in order to look for any significant
differences between them to determine whether the
mean ADC and standard deviation (SD) derived
from ADC measurements can be used to differentiate
glioblastoma multiforme from BM based on cellularity
levels in the enhancing tumor and in the peritumoral
region. We also examine the differences in the ADC
values between tumoral and peritumoral areas of each
case as a potential method for tumor border delineation.

Methods and materials

Patients

All patients with probable diagnoses of GBM or BM
referred to two MRI centers in the city from 2017–2019
were selected for follow-up.

All patients were contacted for informed consent
agreement and follow-up from the imaging centers.
The study was accepted by the ethics committee of
Tabriz University.

Patients with a previous history of brain surgery
before undergoing MRI, hemorrhagic brain tumors,
inconclusive histopathology, absent peritumoral
edema, and incomplete imaging sequences were exclud-
ed from the study.

The MRI examinations of 34 patients (14 women,
20 men; mean age 56.1� 12.8 years; median age 57.5;
age range 30–81 years) with histopathological diagno-
ses of GBM or BM were evaluated retrospectively.

The final diagnosis was based on histopathological
findings. Of the 34 patients, GBM was diagnosed in 19
cases (11 men, eight women; mean age 56.5� 12 years;
median age 58; range 33–77 years), and BM was diag-
nosed in 15 cases (nine men, six women; mean age
55.7� 14.2 years; median age 56; range 30–81 years).
Metastatic brain tumors included carcinomas from
lung (n¼ 5), thyroid (n¼ 1), renal cell carcinoma
(RCC) (n¼ 1), squamous cell carcinoma (SCC)
(n¼ 1), and unknown origin (n¼ 7).

MRI and image processing

Examinations of all patients were performed using two
identical 1.5-T MRI units (Magnetom Avanto,
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Erlangen, Germany) in two MRI centers of the city.

The conventional imaging protocol for solid brain

tumors consisted of sagittal, coronal, and transverse

T1-weighted spin-echo images before and after

gadolinium-based contrast medium injection (repeti-

tion time (TR)¼ 420ms, time to echo (TE)¼ 20ms,

field of view (FOV)¼ 21.9� 21.9, matrix size¼ 256�
220, slice thickness¼ 5mm, slice gap¼ 2mm), sagittal

T2-weighted turbo spin echo scan (TR¼ 4000ms,

TE¼ 90ms, FOV¼ 21.9� 21.9, matrix size¼ 256�
256, slice thickness¼ 5mm, slice gap¼ 2mm), and

fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) scan

(TR¼ 4000ms, TE¼ 94ms, inversion recovery time¼
1530ms, FOV¼ 22� 22 cm2, matrix size¼ 256�192,

slice thickness¼ 5mm, slice gap¼ 2mm) Single-shot

echo-planar diffusion-weighted images were acquired

in the transverse plane with the acquisition of a diffu-

sion trace and with the following parameters:

TR¼ 3200ms, TE¼ 94ms, FOV¼ 23.9� 23.9, matrix

size¼ 192� 192, slice thickness¼ 5mm, slice gap¼2).

Syngo.MR General Engine (Siemens, Erlangen,

Germany), imaging acquisition and postprocessing

software, was used to determine the ADC values.
Areas of pathological abnormalities were confirmed

with the help of a radiologist. Round or oval-shaped

regions of interest (ROIs) with an area of 0.25 cm2 were

carefully placed on three specified regions, avoiding

contamination from different adjacent tissues with ref-

erence to conventional MRI. Inclusion of hemorrhagic,

necrotic, and cystic areas in any ROIs were cautiously

avoided. One ROI was positioned within the tumor

borders corresponding to contrast agent enhancement

region in T1 sequence, two ROIs within peritumoral

edema corresponding to an area of hyperintense signal

on T2-weighted images and no enhancement on post-

contrast T1-weighted images, and one ROI in the con-

tralateral healthy white matter (the region with normal

signal intensity and no enhancement on T2 imaging).

The ADC values of the tumoral region (ADCT),
healthy white matter (ADCN), the mean ADC value
of peritumoral edema (ADCP), the absolute standard
deviations of ADCT (SDT), the absolute standard
deviation of ADCN (SDN), and the absolute
standard deviation of ADCP (SDP) were recorded
and selected for analysis. Figures 1 and 2 are, respec-
tively, examples of GBM and BM cases that we studied
and the methods we used for MRI evaluation and post-
processing. The radiologists performing ROI place-
ments were blinded to the tumor histopathology. The
ROI placements were performed by two experienced
neuroradiologists (MP and MHD), both with more
than 20 years of experience in practicing and teaching
neuroradiology and MRI assessment.

Statistical analysis

ADC ratios and SD ratios were calculated by dividing
tumoral or peritumoral ADC or SD values by their
corresponding values of healthy white matter (ADCT
ratio, ADCP ratio, SDT ratio, SDP ratio) and by
dividing the ADC and absolute SD values in the
tumor by the corresponding values of the peritumoral
edema (ADCT/P ratio, SDT/P ratio). The ROI values
were expressed in terms of 10�3mm2/s.

We used the R programming language to conduct
our statistical analyses.27 To compare the ADC and
SD values and ratios in different areas (tumoral and
peritumoral) for each case, we used paired t-tests. We
have done one-sided t-tests to show if a value is signif-
icantly higher or lower in an area and two-sided t-tests
to show if the values are not equal in these areas. No
tests of normality were performed based on the central
limit theorem and our sample size.28 Analysis of vari-
ance (ANOVA) tests were used to compare the ADC
and SD values and ratios between the metastasis and
GBM cases. The threshold for significance was 0.05 for
the abovementioned tests. To develop a predictive

Figure 1. Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) case evaluation and postprocessing. ADC: apparent diffusion coefficient; SD: standard
deviation.
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model based on our data, we have used the logistic

regression method. The backward stepwise regression

method was used for feature selection. Akaike infor-

mation criterion was used as the criterion for feature

subtraction. The results of the logistic regression model

were used to draw receiver-operating characteristic

(ROC) curves to calculate the sensitivity and specificity

for different threshold levels in our model. We used the

Youden’s J statistic and closest.topleft values modified

as proposed by Perkins and Schisterman to determine

the optimal threshold (best trade-off between sensitiv-

ity and specificity).29 The area under the curve (AUC)

was used as a measure of the discriminatory perfor-

mance of the model. We used the trapezoidal rule to

calculate the AUC. We calculated 95% confidence

intervals using 2000 stratified bootstrap replicates.

Results

Differences of ADC and SD values between tumoral

and peritumoral edema regions

We have found no statistically significant difference

between the values of ADCT-ADCP or ADCT ratio-

ADCP ratio for each case (p-values respectively 0.1347

and 0.1397, paired t-test, two-sided). There was a sig-

nificant difference between the values of SDT-SDP and

SDT ratio-SDP ratio within each case (p-values, both

less than 0.001, paired t-test, two-sided). Using one-

sided t-tests for the former values (SDT-SDP and

SDT ratio-SDP), we have found that the absolute SD

and SD ratio values were significantly higher in the

peritumoral edema compared to the tumoral region

in each case (both p-values less than 0.001, paired

t-test, one-sided). We have compared the same values

within GBM and metastasis groups for each case, and

the results were similar to what we have found for

whole data.

Differences of values between the metastasis

and GBM groups

We have found no significant differences between the

metastasis and GBM groups for any of the variables in

our study. Table 1 shows the p-values calculated using

ANOVA for each of the variables between the two

groups. Table 2 includes a summary of variables for

all the cases and for the cases in each group. The results

of analyses for possible differences in variables between

metastases from different origins did not yield any sig-

nificant results.

Using findings for predictive modeling

Our backward stepwise logistic regression selected four

variables, namely, ADCP, ADCN, ADCP ratio, and

SDT/P ratio. The AUC of the ROC (95% confidence

interval) of the model based on these variables was 0.77

Figure 2. Brain metastasis case evaluation and postprocessing.

Table 1. The p-values calculated using analysis of variance
(ANOVA) for different variables between GBM and metastasis
cases.

Variable p-value (ANOVA)

Age 0.87

ADCT 0.43

SDT 0.11

ADCP 0.36

SDP 0.91

ADCN 0.62

SDN 0.82

ADCT ratio 0.33

SDT ratio 0.14

ADCP ratio 0.29

SDP ratio 0.61

ADCT/P ratio 0.75

SDT/P ratio 0.1

ADCN: apparent diffusion coefficient of healthy white matter; ADCP:

apparent diffusion coefficient of peritumoral edema; ADCT: apparent dif-

fusion coefficient of the tumoral region; SDN: standard deviation of ADCN;

SDP: standard deviation of ADCP; SDT: standard deviation of ADCT.
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(0.59–0.94). The ROC curve for the model is presented
in Figure 3. Table 3 summarizes the sensitivity and
specificities attained with three different thresholds
(the threshold for best trade-off between sensitivity
and specificity, the threshold where the sensitivity is
100%, and the threshold where the specificity is
100%) using the model.

Discussion

Our study has shown that the ADC values (p¼ 0.43)
and ADC ratios (p¼ 0.32) derived from tumor regions
are not significantly different between the GBM and
BM patients making DWI metrics obtained from
tumor regions inaccurate for differentiating these
tumors. This result is in line with the results of several
other studies18,30–34 investigating different sample sizes,
ranging from 26–65 patients. Erver et al. in analyzing
59 patients with histologically verified high-grade glio-
mas and 23 patients with metastatic brain tumors
reported significantly higher ADC values for GBM,35

however, Krabbe et al. and Chiang et al. calculated
comparatively significant higher ADC values for
metastases.36,37 Previous studies on DWI metrics of
different brain tumors and abscesses have shown that
other than cellularity, many factors can influence ADC
values. Some factors, including reduced extracellular
to intracellular space ratio, high nuclear to
cytoplasm ratio, increased protein content, and
micro-hemorrhages, are correlated with reduced
ADCs, while others such as necrotic and cystic changes
are known to increase it.38–43 The heterogeneity in the
findings, as mentioned above, maybe due to the pres-
ence of these factors.

We found no statistically significant differences
between the values of ADCT-ADCP or ADCT ratio-
ADCP ratio for each of GBM or BM cases; however,
comparing SDT and SDT ratio with SDP and SDP

ratio, respectively, within each case resulted in a
highly significant difference, with higher measures
attributed to peritumoral edema in comparison to
tumor region for both types of tumors. Statistically
significant higher absolute SDs for ADC values of peri-
tumoral edema regions compared to those of tumor
regions, in our opinion, represents the difference
between heterogeneity of ADC values attributed to
these areas (probably due to the heterogeneity in the
peritumoral edema compared to the tumor tissue) and
can help in differentiation of tumor borders from

Table 2. Summary of variables for all the cases and for the cases in each group.

Variable All cases GBM cases Metastasis cases

ADCT Mean (SD): 1433.5 (644.2) Mean (SD): 1511.2 (714.4) Mean (SD): 1335.2 (550.9)

SDT Mean (SD): 145.2 (84.6) Mean (SD): 124.7 (68.8) Mean (SD): 171.2 (97.3)

ADCP Mean (SD): 1726.6 (889.8) Mean (SD): 1853.8 (1169.9) Mean (SD): 1565.4 (237.6)

SDP Mean (SD): 77 (24.6) Mean (SD): 76.5 (27.5) Mean (SD): 77.5 (21.2)

ADCN Mean (SD): 755.8 (83.2) Mean (SD): 749.3 (94) Mean (SD): 764 (69.4)

SDN Mean (SD): 77.6 (24.9) Mean (SD): 78.5 (23.7) Mean (SD): 76.6 (27.2)

ADCT ratio Mean (SD): 1.9 (0.9) Mean (SD): 2.1 (1) Mean (SD): 1.7 (0.7)

SDT ratio Mean (SD): 2.1 (1.5) Mean (SD): 1.7 (1.2) Mean (SD): 2.5 (1.7)

ADCP ratio Mean (SD): 2.3 (1.2) Mean (SD): 2.5 (1.5) Mean (SD): 2.1 (0.3)

SDP ratio Mean (SD): 1.1 (0.5) Mean (SD): 1.1 (0.5) Mean (SD): 1.2 (0.6)

ADCT/P ratio Mean (SD): 0.9 (0.4) Mean (SD): 0.9 (0.4) Mean (SD): 0.9 (0.4)

SDT/P ratio Mean (SD): 2 (1.3) Mean (SD): 1.7 (1) Mean (SD): 2.4 (1.5)

ADCN: apparent diffusion coefficient of healthy white matter; ADCP: apparent diffusion coefficient of peritumoral edema; ADCT: apparent diffusion

coefficient of the tumoral region; SD: standard deviation; SDN: standard deviation of ADCN; SDP: standard deviation of ADCP; SDT: standard deviation

of ADCT.

The SDT ratio is the absolute standard deviation of ADC value of tumor region divided by absolute standard deviation of its corresponding ADC value of

healthy white matter, SDT/P ratio: absolute standard deviation of ADC value of tumor region divided by absolute standard deviation of its corresponding

ADC value of peritumoral edema, full data¼model using all 13 variables in Table 1.

Figure 3. The receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curve for the
logistic model with the area under curve (AUC) (95% confidence
interval) as well as the sensitivity and specificity values for
different thresholds (the threshold for best trade-off between
sensitivity and specificity, the threshold where the sensitivity is
100%, and the threshold where the specificity is 100%).

Beig Zali et al. 5



peritumoral edema in further evaluation of intracranial
tumors.

Oh et al.26 observed higher ADC values in the
regions of peritumoral edema compared to regions of
the contrast-enhancing tumor for both metastasis and
GBM. Conversely, Sinha et al. showed higher ADC
values in the enhancing tumor regions for high-grade
gliomas,44 while others report similar ADC values
between those regions.32,45

The results of our study did not show any significant
difference between peritumoral ADC values and ratios
of GBM and BM. Likewise, corresponding SD values
and ratios had no significant differences. To our
knowledge, there are many discrepancies between
authors in regards to the usefulness of ADC measure-
ments for differentiating areas of vasogenic edema
from infiltrative edema, hence BM from GBM. We
have found many studies both in agreement32,35,46,47

and in disagreement33,36,37,47,48 with our results. Low
sample sizes, differences in group-size, subjective bias
caused by manually placing ROIs, different image
acquisition specifications such as different B values,
and differences in the primary site of tumors studied
may be some of the contributing factors to varying
results across studies. Studies show that metastases
from different primary tumor sites cause different
degrees of peritumoral edema, which may also have
different characteristics in ADC values. As an example,
metastases from adenocarcinomas and squamous cell
carcinomas are known to cause higher degrees of
edema in comparison to small cell lung cancers.49,50

Yet, divergence among pieces of evidence may suggest
that the practicality of ADC measurements for charac-
terization of peritumoral signal changes is uncertain.

The limitations of our study include, first, that the
case selection was performed with a retrospective
approach. Second, as in all other ROI-based studies,
inherent subjectivity in the manual placement of the
ROIs might have influenced the accuracy of the ADC
measurements. We used the same sized ROIs and

avoided including hemorrhagic or necrotic regions to
decrease the inaccuracies in this regard. Third, our
study, as well as previous studies, lacks precise stereo-
tactic biopsies to directly correlate ADC measurements

in ROIs with tumor histopathologies in exactly similar
areas. We used, however, pathological results from
leading pathologists in the city who had a good
record of accomplishment in tissue diagnosis.

In conclusion, SD values could successfully charac-

terize areas of peritumoral edema from the tumor
region in each case and could be used for further delin-
eation of tumor borders. Neither mean ADC values
and ratios nor mean SD values and ratios in peritu-
moral brain regions were useful in determining the
presence of peritumoral neoplastic cell infiltration. In
addition, our results showed that mean ADC values of
the tumor as not a reliable diagnostic tool for differen-
tiation of GBM from BMs.
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